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07.01.2016 17:08 - MS:We have already seen the crackless
setup of DSPS effects and the way it was used in DSPS
recording application (Samplitude), as well as in DSPS
mastering application (Multiband Compressor). There are a
few plugins which simply don't work with the crackless
setup, even if you use the original DSPS crackless
configuration. In general, Vengeance CH Multiband
Compressor is a compressor plugin as any other
compressor, but it offers a few extra features. First of all,
Vengeance CH Multiband Compressor features a
compressor channel mixer, which allows you to add "an
extra kick" to your signal. This results in a very smooth
compression, as you can hear the source signal, as well as
the sidechain, clearly. But what about the other difference
compared to other compression plugins? MultiBand
Compressor is a split-band compressor. This means it chops
up your sound into two frequencies bands (high and low),
on which it can manage different settings. This is very
useful when you want to keep the bass parts clean and still
get the highs to sound just as aggressive as usual. You have
to remember that a compressor is something special. First
of all, it's a real squeeze - and a lot can be squeezed. And
this includes the compressor itself as well. This results in a
rather compressed sound when it comes to the compressor,
but it is not a problem. If you plan to do serious mastering,
you will probably be able to make any part of your sound
even more compressed with the help of the compressor.
Doing a little sidechaining after the compressor, and taking
a look at your tracks, can give you a lot of inspiration. Of
course, don't use the compressor too much, or
overcompression can result as well. Take care of the
compressor - and you will have much fun, even if you're not
a master already, but a newcomer!
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